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My French Country Home
Entertaining Through The Seasons
The charming world of Miss Maggie's Kitchen brings a
mixture of refined classic French style with a modern
twist, for perfect, effortless entertaining. Héloïse Brion's
early life was rhythmed by mealtimes--from her
childhood in Florida, where her mother proudly upheld
the tradition of the French family dinner, to summers
spent in the Pyrenees, where her grandmother cooked
over a wood-fire oven. Her passion for food--always
respectful of the seasons and the origins of her
products--followed her back to France, where she
pursued a career in fashion. What initially began as a
whimsical pastime turned into Miss Maggie's Kitchen,
her brand that blends cooking, travel, and lifestyle in a
perfect alchemy. Her innate talent for style and
entertaining stems from her informal American approach
to life mixed with her inherent French flair. Here, Brion
shares more than eighty laid-back recipes for every
occasion, including her beautiful table settings that are
festive and welcoming. Her simple, authentic, and tasty
cuisine includes sweet potato crostini, summer tomato
pizza, veal stew, pistachio and clementine cake, and
lavender lemonade. Brion's husband, photographer
Christophe Roué, captures the charm of Miss Maggie's
Kitchen, where retro and modern culminate in the
ultimate comfortable elegance.
Our Hearts Are in England offers an impassioned salute
to our most cherished destinations.
Entertaining at home in gracious French style. Born from
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her experience of everyday living in France, Sharon
Santoni reveals the gracious, easy French way of
entertaining guests at her countryside home, year-round.
Personal stories evoke the spirit of the French lifestyle,
while gorgeous photos make us feel right at home.
Santoni creates lush bouquets from her garden and
utilizes resources from surrounding nature to lay
gorgeous tables both indoors and outdoors. Venues
range from a Sunday morning breakfast on the patio, to
a ladies lunch in her lush garden, a formal dinner in her
dining room, and a picnic by the river. Santoni also
shares 15 favorite recipes utilizing seasonal foods. Find
inspiration for your tables throughout the seasons, and
discover the simple pleasure of entertaining friends and
family. Sharon Santoni writes the popular blog My
French Country Home. She is the author of My Stylish
French Girlfriends (Gibbs Smith). She resides in
Normandy, France.
A useful resource for anyone who has ever longed to
bring home a piece of France, this title captures the
distinctive decorative style inspired over many centuries
by the French countryside.
Entertaining starts with setting a fabulous table. In
Courtney Allison’s signature French Country Cottage
style, she showcases a myriad of romantic table settings
for every occasion. Courtney provides the styling
expertise to host your own French Country
Cottage–inspired gathering, whether in the backyard, at
the beach, under an old oak tree, or in a country barn. A
simple picnic; coffee by the lake; a cheese board for
friends outdoors; a bistro table for two; a long table for a
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formal meal—each setting exhibiting Allison’s dreamy
style for you to emulate. The pièce de résistance in every
venue, any setting, is the gorgeous arrangements of
seasonal flowers; Courtney’s bouquets will take your
breath away from spring to fall, for outdoors and inside.
Courtney Allison is the author of the blog
FrenchCountryCottage.net. She has a floral line with
Balsam Hill and also works as a freelance photographer
and stylist for magazines and brands.
My French Country HomeEntertaining Through the
SeasonsGibbs Smith
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In his personal, engaging manner, America's most
beloved designer of Country French interiors reveals the
challenges and successes of his newest designs that
prove French Country can keep its traditional spirit and
still be modern, surprising, and edgy.
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For any woman who last saw forty on her speedometer
comes a sparkling new primer for aging—the French
way—with grace and style. Frenchwomen of a certain age
(over forty) are captivating and complex. They appear
younger than their years and remain stylish throughout
their lives. They look at birthdays as a celebration of a
life well-lived and perhaps a good reason to go shopping
before they dress to perfection for a celebration of
another anniversaire. American-born journalist and
blogger Tish Jett has lived among the French for years
and has studied them and stalked them to learn their
secrets. Exploring how their wardrobe, beauty, diet, and
hair rituals evolve with time and how some aspects of
their signature styles never change, Jett shows how
Frenchwomen know their strengths, hide their
weaknesses, and never talk about their fears, failures, or
flaws. After all, in France, beauty, style, and charm have
no expiration dates!
A romantic interpretation of French country style in a
California cottage. With beautiful photography and a tale
about a little forgotten house that could, Courtney shares
the story of her renovation of a 1940s cottage in the
California countryside. An abandoned vacation house,
set in the center of rolling fields and trees becomes the
cottage home of her dreams . . . a French country style
cottage filled with original elements and an exquisite mix
of rustic and refined. The years of renovation allowed
Courtney to create a lifestyle that is fueled by inspiration
and beauty, a touch of whimsy, and an abundance of
everyday elegance. The journey has been shared on her
popular blog French Country Cottage, and now, through
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the publication of her first book, her readers will
experience a reveal of more of her home and property
and the inspirations behind her beloved style. Courtney's
inspiring photography reveals every nuance of her style
and home including a muted color palette, old brassy
door knobs, chippy paint, antiques, her greenhouse and
garden, and an abundance of entertaining and holiday
decorating style. Blurring the lines between indoor and
outdoors and embracing well worn as well loved, French
Country Cottage is a style that celebrates simplicity,
indulges in romance, cherishes pieces with history and
believes a chandelier and fresh flowers belong in every
room. A freelance photographer and author of the blog
French Country Cottage, Courtney also works as an
editor, brand ambassador and designer. She has a floral
collection with Balsam Hill and with several licensed
collections launching in 2018 and 2019, Courtney's
product lines will join her long list of creative
accomplishments. Her photography and home has been
featured in magazines in the US and Europe including
several cover shots. Courtney is a mother of three and
lives in her vintage cottage in the California countryside
with her husband and adopted dog Sweet Pea; you can
often find her with camera in hand capturing a whimsical
moment.
From cities to quaint towns and everything in between,
Provence has something for everyone. Swim in the
crystal clear waters of the Calanque de Sormiou in
Marseille. Drive with the top down through fields of
lavender in Valensole. Experience a bite of just-out-ofthe-oven fougasse, a Provençal classic. Stand in awe of
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the beautiful, white Camargue horses native to the area.
Located in the South of France, Provence is uniquely
positioned to be a cultural blend of the Mediterranean.
Roman landmarks still prevail from the 1st century AD
alongside châteaus from medieval times--a varied legacy
brightened by the indigenous mimosas and cypresses.
Perhaps since the region is well-known for its ability to
inspire, it's home to a plethora of festivals such as
Rencontre d'Arles, Festival d'Avignon, Festival d'Aix-enProvence and more, all celebrating the arts. Artists who
have praised the unique Provençal light include
Cézanne, Van Gogh, Matisse and Picasso. Alexandre
Dumas and Jean Giono are among the writers who were
drawn to write in the shade of the plane trees.
Ronda Carman, founder of the popular lifestyle blog "All
the Best," takes readers on a guided tour through the
houses of renowned designers, who share their thoughts
on gracious living and how they bring their professional
philosophies home. Designers at Home: Personal
Reflections on Stylish Living presents the personal living
spaces of today’s design leaders, including Ashley
Hicks, Martyn Lawrence Bullard, Jan Showers, Rose
Tarlow, and Bunny Williams. The dwellings range from
chic apartments and luxurious estates to charming
country homes. From Barry Dixon’s Edwardian manor in
Virginia’s horse country and the glamorous Beverly Hills
home of Hutton Wilkinson to the serene Sag Harbor
retreat of Steven Gambrel, each page is filled with
inspiring home design, ideas for entertaining, and
glorious imagery that invites readers to explore the
idiosyncrasies of design while infusing their own homes
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with individuality and flair. The book’s conversational
tone and practical tips from these experts provide a
referential approach to creating a highly personal place.
From favorite sheets and pillows, how to create
impromptu dinner parties, to the decorative details that
bring a room to life, each designer’s unique talents will
encourage the reader to fashion a wonderful sanctuary
of their own.
Violet-eyed siren Elizabeth Taylor and classically
handsome Montgomery Clift were the most gorgeous
screen couple of their time. Over two decades of
friendship they made, separately and together, some of
the era’s defining movies—including Cat on a Hot Tin
Roof, The Misfits, Suddenly, Last Summer, and
Cleopatra. Yet the relationship between these two
figures—one a dazzling, larger-than-life star, the other
hugely talented yet fatally troubled—has never truly been
explored until now. “Monty, Elizabeth likes me, but she
loves you.” —Richard Burton When Elizabeth Taylor was
cast opposite Montgomery Clift in A Place in the Sun, he
was already a movie idol, with a natural sensitivity that
set him apart. At seventeen, Elizabeth was known for her
ravishing beauty rather than her talent. Directors treated
her like a glamorous prop. But Monty took her seriously,
inspiring and encouraging her. In her words, “That’s
when I began to act.” To Monty, she was “Bessie Mae,”
a name he coined for her earthy, private side. The press
clamored for a wedding, convinced this was more than
friendship. The truth was even more complex. Monty was
drawn to women but sexually attracted to men—a fact
that, if made public, would destroy his career. But he
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found acceptance and kinship with Elizabeth. Her
devotion was never clearer than after his devastating car
crash near her Hollywood home, when she crawled into
the wreckage and saved him from choking. Monty’s
accident shattered his face and left him in constant pain.
As he sank into alcoholism and addiction, Elizabeth used
her power to keep him working. In turn, through scandals
and multiple marriages, he was her constant. Their
relationship endured until his death in 1966, right before
he was to star with her in Reflections in a Golden Eye.
His influence continued in her outspoken support for the
gay community, especially during the AIDS crisis. Far
more than the story of two icons, this is a unique and
extraordinary love story that shines new light on both
stars, revealing their triumphs, demons—and the loyalty
that united them to the end.
Jocelyne Sibuet, known as France's answer to Martha
Stewart, has spent 20 years as a hostess and hotelier
seeking out the styles, flavors, and interiors that define
the French country home. She has written this book in
response to the many inquiries of her admiring guests,
who seek to re-create the French country style in their
own home. From mountain top chalets and beachside
cottages to rustic farmhouses, Jocelyne shows how to
use colors from nature, make different styles work
together, and find sources of inspiration for every corner
of your home: living rooms, bedrooms, gardens,
terraces, and kitchens. And no kitchen would be
complete without the irresistible scent of her authentic
cooking wafting through the door. Each chapter features
Jocelyne's recipes, which range from breakfast muesli
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and spiced hot chocolate to a grand Christmas dinner.
Other recipes include raspberry wine, baked sea bream,
vegetable tart, cuttlefish ink risotto, lemon mousse, and
blueberry tart. Jocelyne's own black book of the best
sources for these French country goods completes the
text with the best addresses for fabric, furniture,
antiques, and regional products.
French tastemaker Cordelia de Castellane presents her
inspirations and secrets to exquisite at-home entertaining
and decor, organized according to the four seasons. As
France's most prominent host and the artistic director of
Dior Home and Baby Dior, Cordelia de Castellane is a
leading ambassador of the Gallic lifestyle. Simply put,
Cordelia is to French entertaining what Inès de la
Fressange is to French style. Drawing from her illustrious
career, family life, and lively social circle, she invites
readers into her welcoming world of stylish hospitality
with this new volume. Organized according to the
seasons of the year--winter, spring, summer, and
fall--the chapters uncover Cordelia's tips and inspirations
for living and entertaining à la française. With individual
sections dedicated to seasonal tableware, recipes,
interior design, flower arranging, and more, readers will
delight in learning how to re-create chic French style for
special events and everyday occasions alike.
Accompanying personal archival photos, exclusive
images of vibrant table settings and decor at Cordelia's
gorgeous private residence in the French countryside
brim with effortless flair. Complete with informative
captions and texts, this book is a must-have guide on
how to bring French joie de vivre to your home.
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Meet 20 beautiful, creative French women who live with
passion; work every day; and love to take care ot their
homes and families. Visit them in their grand chateaux or
charming little country cottages or Parisian apartments.
Learn where they shop, where they work, where they
play, how they dress and, how they entertain. Absorb
each girlfriend's style and joie de vivre. Santoni's
affectionate writing, along with gorgeous photography,
tells each woman's story with an intimacy usually
reserved for the closest of girlfriends. SHARON
SANTONI·SMITH grew up in England but married a
Frenchman and has raised her family in Normandy,
France. Her blog, My French Country Home, is read
daily by thousands all over the world. She writes about
life in rural France; the ups and downs of family life; her
inspiring French girlfriends; the intricacies of village life;
and her love of searching for brocante treasure in the
flea markets of Paris and the countryside.

Christiane de Nicolay-Mazery, a specialist in
furniture and antiques at Christies and Honelon,
invites her readers to enter the elegantly luxurious
interiors of some of France's most exclusive abodes.
From the classic taste of the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries to the creativity of the
nineteenth century, she traces the path to the
finesse of the twentieth century, which combines
tradition and modernity. The interiors portrayed in
these nine exquisitely illustrated chapters pay tribute
to the refinement of French taste, a savoir-faire that
has been continually renewed. Classic htels
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particuliers in the heart of Paris and romantic
chteaux, as well as a surprising isba--a traditional
rural log house in the Russian style--are but a few of
the examples of the kinds of interiors that will inspire
readers as they marvel over the art of French
designers, including Madeleine Castaing, Hubert de
Givenchy, Yves Saint Laurent, Jacques Grange,
Franois Joseph Graff, and Pierre Berg. Unlike
most books on French style on the market, this book
is not only a testimony to timeless French elegance,
it is an invitation to discover a synthesis of
contemporary and classic dcor, in some of France's
most exclusive residences, firsthand.
One grey dismal day, Janine Marsh was on a trip to
northern France to pick up some cheap wine. She
returned to England a few hours later having put in
an offer on a rundown old barn in the rural Seven
Valleys area of Pas de Calais. This was not
something she'd expected or planned for. Janine
eventually gave up her job in London to move with
her husband to live the good life in France. Or so
she hoped. While getting to grips with the locals and
la vie Française, and renovating her dilapidated new
house, a building lacking the comforts of mains
drainage, heating or proper rooms, and with little
money and less of a clue, she started to realize there
was lot more to her new home than she could ever
have imagined. These are the true tales of Janine's
rollercoaster ride through a different culture - one
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that, to a Brit from the city, was in turns surprising,
charming and not the least bit baffling.
The renowned school “shares the classic techniques
they teach: It’s French cooking made easy,
interspersed with a glimpse into life in regional
France” (Fathom). IACP Cookbook Award for Food
Photography & Styling IACP Cookbook Award for
Design Mother and daughter American expats
Marjorie Taylor and Kendall Smith Franchini always
dreamed of living in France. With a lot of hard work
and a dash of fate, they realized this dream and
cofounded The Cook’s Atelier, a celebrated French
cooking school in the storybook town of Beaune,
located in the heart of the Burgundy wine region.
Combining their professional backgrounds in food
and wine, they attract visitors from near and far with
their approachable, convivial style of cooking.
Featuring more than 100 market-inspired recipes
and 300 exceptional photographs, this
comprehensive reference is an extension of their
cooking school, providing a refreshingly simple take
on French techniques and recipes that every cook
should know—basic butchery, essential stocks and
sauces, pastry, dessert creams and sauces, and
preserving, to name a few. Seasonal menus build on
this foundation, collecting recipes that showcase
their fresh, vegetable-focused versions of timeless
French dishes, such as: Green Garlic Soufflé
Watermelon and Vineyard Peach Salad Little
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Croques Madames Sole Meunière with Beurre Blanc
and Parsleyed Potatoes Seared Duck Breast with
Celery Root Puree and Chanterelles Madeleines
Plum Tarte Tatin Almond-Cherry Galette More than
a practical introduction to classic French cooking,
this richly illustrated volume is also a distinctively
designed celebration of the French art of joie de
vivre and “is likely to have readers fantasizing about
their own escapes to France” (Publishers Weekly,
starred review).
"The sustainable fashion revolution has begun, and
we must all be part of it." - Aloïs Guinut Stylish
women everywhere are realizing the environmental
damage of fast fashion and looking for new ways to
dress that don't involve cramming their wardrobe
with clothes that may never get worn. As Parisbased style-coach Aloïs Guinut explores in this
invaluable book, French women have a lot to teach
us about how to cherish the planet without sacrificing
your style: - Know what works for you. - Buy less and
buy better. - Mix vintage items with a few wisely
chosen modern pieces. - Optimize your closet. Look after what you have and make it last. - Seek
out quality fabrics that don't poison the environment.
An intimate tour of quintessential Provencal style,
featuring chic homes and interior details inspired by
this picturesque region Thirty years after the
publication of Peter Mayle's bestselling memoir A
Year in Provence, the sun-drenched southern
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French region continues to excite home decorators
with its combination of rustic charm, elegant details,
and historical influences. Provence Style showcases
the best of the region, with Shauna Varvel's
quintessential 18th-century Rhône valley
farmhouse--Le Mas des Poiriers--as its centerpiece.
Named for the working pear orchard on the grounds,
the property was reimagined by noted local architect
Alexandre Lafourcade, who transformed a rough
structure into a luxurious expression of the
Provençal aesthetic, referencing historical
influences, rural traditions, and Parisian taste. Set
amid a garden of allées, arbors, and terraces
designed by the architect's mother, renowned
landscape designer Dominique Lafourcade, this
exemplar of Provençal style is the starting point for
exploring the region's characteristic interior details
and exterior features. The book includes chapters on
the public spaces of the home, from entrances to
living rooms, the private realm of bedrooms and
bathrooms, and outdoor areas including patios and
kitchen gardens, transporting the reader on a
captivating stylistic journey.
The heart and soul of the French country home and
the source of Frances legendary art de vivre is the
kitchen. Distinguished by striking craftsmanship, bold
colours and vintage accents, the French country
kitchen whether a rustic retreat or an urban oasis is
always unique and inviting. In this beautiful
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celebration of Frances real-life kitchens, Linda
Dannenberg invites us into dozens of kitchens that
capture the spirit of their regions, carefully examining
the design, the priorities of the owners, and the
details from colour palettes to collectibles that create
inviting, functional and personal spaces. With an
extensive directory of sources, more than 200 fullcolour photographs, and evocative text highlighting a
bounty of original ideas, French Country Kitchens is
a lush and inspiring guide to re-creating a little
corner of France in the heart of your own home.
A No-Fuss Guide to the Delicious Art of Pâtisserie
Unleash your inner pastry chef with Molly
Wilkinson’s approachable recipes for all of your
French favorites. Trained at Le Cordon Bleu in Paris,
Molly takes the most essential techniques and
makes them easy for home bakers, resulting in a
collection of simple, key recipes that open up the
world of pastry. With friendly, detailed directions and
brilliant shortcuts, you can skip the pastry shop and
enjoy delicious homemade creations. Master base
recipes like 30-minute puff pastry, decadent
chocolate ganache and fail-safe citrus curds, and
you’re on your way to making dozens of iconic
French treats. You’ll feel like a pro when whipping
up gorgeous trays of madeleines and decorating a
stunning array of cream puffs and éclairs. Along with
classics like The Frenchman’s Chocolate Mousse,
Profiteroles and Classic Mille-Feuilles, learn to
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assemble exquisite showstoppers such as
Croquembouche and Caramel Mousse Tartelettes
with Poached Pears in Ginger. This go-to guide
shows you all the tips and tricks you need to impress
your guests and have fun with French pastry.
The murder of a world-famous physicist raises fears
that the Illuminati are operating again after centuries
of silence, and religion professor Robert Langdon is
called in to assist with the case.
'Even if you don't find yourself booking a one-way Eurostar
ticket to the capital like Marissa, this book might just be the
key to finally nailing that elusive Parisian je ne sais quoi.'
Penny Goldstone, Fashion Editor, Marie Claire 'A delightful,
down-to-earth guide . . . complete with insider fashion tips,
beauty tricks and dating advice from Marissa's own personal
experience, plus interviews with many modern iterations of
the ever-elusive Parisienne herself.' Monica de La Villardière,
journalist and co-founder of the Fashion No Filter podcast To
be Parisian is to have a certain attitude and outlook on life. In
Practicing Parisienne, British journalist and blogger Marissa
Cox decodes this seemingly nebulous je ne sais quoi,
explaining what she has learned since moving to France eight
years ago, and how and why the reader can and should
adopt a more Parisian lifestyle. She reveals how she learnt to
live her best life in this iconic city, what it means to be
Parisian and in turn inspire you to make positive changes in
your own lives, however big or small. Covering everything
from style, fashion, beauty and wellbeing to chic interiors and
food and wine, as well as advice about dating and friendship,
each section also contains interviews with well-known
Parisians and Francophiles who inspire us to live better.
Because, as we know, Paris is ALWAYS a good idea.
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'Practising Parisienne is a celebration of the City of Lights and
an ode to the pleasures in life. Marissa Cox effortlessly mixes
practical tips, personal stories and inspiring conversations in
this charming guide to living well the Parisian way.' Miranda
York, author of At the Table and The Food Almanac 'With
appreciation, honesty, a deep understanding and access to
leading figures, Practising Parisienne reads like a who's who
and what's what when it comes to everything Parisian.'
Hannah Almassi, Editor in Chief, Who What Wear UK
Wonderfully accessible ideas for maintaining a stylish home,
drawing on the ways French mothers and grandmothers
manage their households. French houses ooze with
charm—and their inhabitants, despite busy schedules,
regularly entertain at home. What are the secrets for leading
such a chic lifestyle? In this insightful tome, lavishly illustrated
with images of a country residence in a romantic French
town, de Dampierre shares her knowledge of ways to achieve
a warm and inviting home. Her continental traditions make
beautifying your house a joy. Household chores—from
stocking the pantry to washing and storing delicate linens to
cleaning wooden and stone surfaces—are discussed. Tips for
adorning your home range from lining dresser drawers with
pretty papers and enhancing them with homemade scents to
creating delicate floral arrangements of fresh-cut blooms for
pleasant accents throughout your rooms. Basic instructions
are also provided for designing a simple and attractive
aromatic kitchen garden full of herbs, fruit, and vegetables,
whether on a plot of land or in attractive containers; its
produce then becomes the basis for preparing fresh,
seasonal recipes to share with family and friends.
A perceptive and witty account of upper-class French society
through the centuries, showing how its setting - the chateaux,
manoirs and gentilhommeries of the French countryside evolved in concert with their inhabitants to create a way of life
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admired and emulated throughout Europe. We learn how
different rooms were lived in and how their uses changed,
about plumbing, lighting, heating, water supply, kitchens,
stables and servant's quarters, about the evolution in taste
and decoration to accommodate the waxing and waning
fortunes of the aristocracy. Girouard quotes from letters and
diaries, inventories and books of etiquette.
WALL STREET JOURNAL BESTSELLER Every year upon
arriving in Plobien, the small Breton town where he spends
his summers, American writer Mark Greenside picks back up
where he left off with his faux-pas–filled Francophile life.
Mellowed and humbled, but not daunted (OK, slightly
daunted), he faces imminent concerns: What does he cook
for a French person? Who has the right-of-way when entering
or exiting a roundabout? Where does he pay for a parking
ticket? And most dauntingly of all, when can he touch the
tomatoes? Despite the two decades that have passed since
Greenside’s snap decision to buy a house in Brittany and
begin a bi-continental life, the quirks of French living still
manage to confound him. Continuing the journey begun in his
2009 memoir about beginning life in France, (Not Quite)
Mastering the Art of French Living details Greenside’s daily
adventures in his adopted French home, where the simplest
tasks are never straightforward but always end in a great
story. Through some hits and lots of misses, he learns the
rules of engagement, how he gets what he needs—which is
not necessarily what he thinks he wants—and how to be
grateful and thankful when (especially when) he fails, which is
more often than he can believe. Introducing the Englishspeaking world to the region of Brittany in the tradition of
Peter Mayle’s homage to Provence, Mark Greenside’s first
book, I’ll Never Be French, continues to be among the
bestselling books about the region today. Experienced
Francophiles and armchair travelers alike will delight in this
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new chapter exploring the practical and philosophical
questions of French life, vividly brought to life by Greenside’s
humor and affection for his community.
One of America's top 100 designers, Charles Faudree has
worldwide appeal with his interpretation of Country French.
Charles Faudree's Country French Living features his newest
room designs. From the entryway to the dressing room to
walls, dining rooms, and outdoor spaces, Charles teaches
principles of design that make a house a Country French
home:
Combining daring aerial photography with the restricted
airspace over Paris provides both breathtaking and
unparalleled views. From sunrise to sunset, Paris is one of
the most photographed cities in the world. Shooting with the
newest high-resolution medium-format professional cameras
while leaning out of helicopters making steep turns with the
door off, Milstein captures the highly detailed, iconic, straightdown images that set his work apart. Milstein's distinctive
style--straight down--leads to fresh insights of the urban
design of this great city. In a way that is impossible from
street level, you can see the old neighborhoods of
Montmartre and Montparnasse; iconic historical monuments
like the Eiffel Tower, Arc de Triomphe or the Invalides; and
modern Paris like La Défense or the new neighborhoods
around the Bibliothèque Nationale. As a bonus, there is a
portfolio of images of the gardens and buildings of Louis XIV's
great palace, Versailles. Milstein brings his unique and
unmatched aerial vistas of Paris to life--every angle, every
moment, every season. This is sure to be treasured by
tourists and Parisians alike.
Paula Deen meets Erma Bombeck in The Pioneer Woman
Cooks, Ree Drummond’s spirited, homespun cookbook.
Drummond colorfully traces her transition from city life to
ranch wife through recipes, photos, and pithy commentary
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based on her popular, award-winning blog, Confessions of a
Pioneer Woman, and whips up delicious, satisfying meals for
cowboys and cowgirls alike made from simple, widely
available ingredients. The Pioneer Woman Cooks—and with
these “Recipes from an Accidental Country Girl,” she
pleases the palate and tickles the funny bone at the same
time.
To make a friend is a joy. To make a friend in another country
is a wonderment—a small miracle. Pardon My French follows
the lives of an American couple who have embraced a
daunting mission: Not to be spectators in France, but to be
absorbed by France. Amidst the minefields of linguistic faux
pas, the perplexities of French gestures, the exquisite and
often exotic cuisine, and the splendor of Christmas on the
Mediterranean—see what it is like for an occasionally gruff
American to be adopted into a new family. Witness the
hugging, the teasing, and the laughter that follows, when
nothing on earth could be more perfect. Experience what it is
like to fall in love with the French. Follow the adventures of
the author as he pits his rather staid and conventional driving
skills against the French speed demons of Languedoc. Step
into his sneakers as he tests his basketball prowess against
the young French bucks adorned with backward ball caps
and over-the-knee Chicago Bulls game shorts. Watch how he
frolics in the Mediterranean Sea for the first time with a
French topless companion. Marvel as he sits in with a worldclass French jazz band. Observe him overcome his shyness
in talking to the beautiful nude model from his painting class
in the studio atop the village police station. Envision how he
learns to dance the tango with his head upright, his chest
expanded, and his strides befitting a newly adorned French
god—one with sensuality on his mind.

"A chef buys an apartment in Paris and endures the
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headaches and excitement of renovating his own corner
of paradise in the City of Light"-Why French women of a certain age are the
consummate hostesses, homemakers, and style
icons--and how you can be, too.
Frenchwomen--particularly those 40 and over--are role
models for stylish and gracious living, what the French
call l'art de vivre. American-born fashion journalist Tish
Jett, who has studied these women for years, shared
their beauty secrets in her first book, Forever Chic. Now
she explores why Frenchwomen of a certain age are
master hostesses and homemakers, expert practioners
of les bonnes manières as well as everyday elegance,
savoir-faire, and as a result, la joie de vivre. Jett explains
how to entertain like a Frenchwoman, including a
glimpse into the typical French larder from which a
delicious meal can be thrown together with ease, to
detailed instruction on laying a beautiful table and
crafting a perfect cheese plate (did you know that when
cutting from a wedge of cheese, slice from the back to
the point, which is the "heart" of the cheese, and as such
considered the best part and not to be lopped off so
others cannot enjoy it). She explores everyday style and
elegance, disclosing how to create that special bien dans
sa peau (to feel good about oneself) sensation so
coveted by Frenchwomen. Jett also shares the
importance of discipline, which goes hand in hand with
beauty--a well-ordered closet, be it for clothes or linens,
translates to easy everyday elegance. With tips on
adjusting your beauty and style regimes seasonally,
charmingly packaged with color illustrations, Living
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Forever Chic is a delightful gift for the Francophile in
your life.
A gargantuan, mind-altering comedy about the Pursuit of
Happiness in America Set in an addicts' halfway house
and a tennis academy, and featuring the most
endearingly screwed-up family to come along in recent
fiction, Infinite Jest explores essential questions about
what entertainment is and why it has come to so
dominate our lives; about how our desire for
entertainment affects our need to connect with other
people; and about what the pleasures we choose say
about who we are. Equal parts philosophical quest and
screwball comedy, Infinite Jest bends every rule of fiction
without sacrificing for a moment its own entertainment
value. It is an exuberant, uniquely American exploration
of the passions that make us human - and one of those
rare books that renew the idea of what a novel can do.
"The next step in fiction...Edgy, accurate, and darkly
witty...Think Beckett, think Pynchon, think Gaddis.
Think." --Sven Birkerts, The Atlantic
James Beard Award winning author Georgeanne
Brennan shares a lifetime of French farmhouse
cooking—combining ingredients from forest, field, sea,
and stream—in casual meals for friends and family.
Following an approach to daily cooking that’s rooted
firmly in the French tradition, Brennan crafts recipes
driven by the seasons and the outdoors. Paired with
lovely lifestyle photography, this inspiring cookbook
weaves together her personal experience, stories, and
tips about how to create a sustainable life—one that
celebrates the relationship between the land and the
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table, and among food, family, and friends—no matter
where you reside. The Potager: Year-Round Vegetables:
green garlic and new potato soup; charred artichokes
with fresh herb dipping sauce; zucchini and pine nut
fritters; fennel and chicken braised with lemon; savory
chard and raisin tart; sweet pepper and shelling bean
Gratin; parsnip soup with toasted almonds; winter
beignets with sauce verde The Orchard: Fruits & Nuts:
homecured olives, cherry and onion chutney for seared
duck breast, chestnut and pork stew, pear, arugula and
shaved parmesan salad, mulberry and pistachio tart,
chestnut cream profiteroles The Barnyard: Cows, Goats,
Sheep, Pigs, Chickens, Ducks & Rabbits: foie gras
terrine, chicken liver pâté, shredded duck confit and
cornichon buns, beef braised in red wine and bone
marrow, roast chicken with potatoes and droppings,
stuffed breast of lamb-Michoui style, frozen meringues
and fruit cream The Forest & Fields: Wild Things : snail
stuffed mushroom, wild mushroom soup, foraged greens
and prosciutto salad, quail with juniper glaze and
shallots, fresh bay leaves skewered with lamb and
peppers, Crème Brûlée with Black Truffles, lavender
pepper goat cheese. Water: Fish & Shellfish: smoked
trout pate, thin sliced raw scallops with wild fennel pollen,
pot de poisson, Moules Gratinée, sea bass with lemon
verbenas buerre blanc, sea urchin sauce With lovely
recipes and tips to sustainable life, La Vie Rustic allows
you to live the French lifestyle in your home!
Add That Certain Je Ne Sais Quoi to Your Home,
Effortlessly Rustic and elegant French décor never goes
out of style—and with easy yet sophisticated accessories
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for your home, these 70 projects will transform your
space and add that special touch to any room. Jamie
Lundstrom’s projects use easy-to-find and recycled
objects, as well as new materials, to bring her French
vintage style into your life. Projects span every season
and category, from sewing to painting and upholstery,
including provincial antique baskets, a fantastique
Trumeau mirror, a jolie gold leaf frame, boutique plaster
of Paris–dipped flowers and a chic antique chair.
Featuring simple step-by-step instructions with beautiful
photos to help guide you, these projects can be created
in just a few hours or less.
Hearty boeuf Bourguignon served in deep bowls over a
garlic-rubbed slice of baguette toast; decadently rich
croque monsieur, eggy and oozing with cheese;
gossamer crème brulee, its sweetness offset by a brittle
burnt-sugar topping. Whether shared in a cozy French
bistro or in your own home, the romance and enduring
appeal of French country cooking is irrefutable. Here is
the book that helps you bring that spirit, those evocative
dishes, into your own home. What Ina Garten is known
for—on her Food Network show and in her three previous
bestselling books—is adding a special twist to familiar
dishes, while also streamlining the recipes so you spend
less time in the kitchen but still emerge with perfection.
And that’s exactly what she offers in Barefoot in Paris.
Ina’s kir royale includes the unique addition of raspberry
liqueur—a refreshing alternative to the traditional crème
de cassis. Her vichyssoise is brightened with the addition
of zucchini, and her chocolate mousse is deeply flavored
with the essence of orange. All of these dishes are true
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to their Parisian roots, but all offer something
special—and are thoroughly delicious, completely
accessible, and the perfect fare for friends and family.
Barefoot in Paris is suffused with Ina’s love of the city, of
the bustling outdoor markets and alluring little shops, of
the bakeries and fromageries and charcuteries—of the
wonderful celebration of food that you find on every
street corner, in every neighborhood. So take a trip to
Paris with the perfect guide—the Barefoot Contessa
herself—in her most personal book yet.
With beguiling recipes and sumptuous photography, A
Kitchen in France transports you to the French
countryside and marks the debut of a captivating new
voice in cooking. "This is real food: delicious, honest
recipes that celebrate the beauty of picking what is ripe
and in season, and capture the essence of life in rural
France." —Alice Waters When Mimi Thorisson and her
family moved from Paris to a small town in out-of-theway Médoc, she did not quite know what was in store for
them. She found wonderful ingredients—from local
farmers and the neighboring woods—and, most
important, time to cook. Her cookbook chronicles the
family’s seasonal meals and life in an old farmhouse, all
photographed by her husband, Oddur. Mimi’s convivial
recipes—such as Roast Chicken with Herbs and Crème
Fraîche, Cèpe and Parsley Tartlets, Winter Vegetable
Cocotte, Apple Tart with Orange Flower Water, and
Salted Butter Crème Caramel—will bring the warmth of
rural France into your home.
Paris—City of Love, City of Light, City of Flowers. From
elegant floral boutiques to lively flower markets to
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glorious blooming trees and expansive public gardens,
flowers are the essential ingredient to the lush sensory
bouquet that is Parisian life. With beautiful photography,
Paris in Bloom transports readers on a stunning floral
tour of the city, and provides recommendations to the
best flower markets and a detailed guide to spring
blooms. Timeless in content, Paris in Bloom is a book for
Paris lovers to savor again and again, one to keep on the
nightstand to conjure fond memories of their first visit
and inspire dreams of the next.
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